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Screen Junkies is an online movie magazine and YouTube channel, owned and operated by
Fandom , that focuses primarily on movies and television. Screen Junkies produce numerous
shows now spread across two YouTube channels, [1] [2] including The Screen Junkies Show
hosted by Hal Rudnick; discussions and programs about the entertainment industry and films,
and the occasional press junket , Movie Fights! On July 2, , it was announced Defy Media sold
ScreenJunkies to Fandom , a site similarly focused on hard-core entertainment buffs. As of
June , Screen Junkies has over 8. Honest Trailers is an Emmy-nominated web series of parody
trailers of films, and occasionally TV shows, that are made to satirize the film. The videos are
narrated by Jon Bailey. The series' videos take approximately one week to assemble, and used
to be created by around four people. The series was first narrated by comedian Ptolemy Slocum
who narrated only the first video. The next dozen were narrated by Gannon Nickell with the
exception of the one for Avatar , which was narrated by Dough Medlock , before he enlisted in
the military and Jon Bailey replaced him. In May , Ryan Reynolds co-narrated the Honest Trailer
for Deadpool in character as the film's titular character , who is known for breaking the fourth
wall. The series' creators often bring in external help for particularly complex shows, like the
cross-over episode of Spider-Man: Into the Spider-Verse , [20] and the musical episodes of
Moana , [21] Frozen , [22] Mary Poppins , [23] The Greatest Showman , [24] The Lion King feat.
The series' th video, for 50 Shades of Grey , was released in May , [32] the th, for Logan feat.
Deadpool , was released on May 23, , [33] and the th, for the MCU pre- Endgame , was released
on June 18, Not all videos speak negatively about their films; for Captain America: The Winter
Soldier , contrary to typical style, the creators found it difficult to raise negative points and
conceded that the film was good. Co-director Joe Russo said that he had the series in mind
when creating the film, and aimed to make the movie "Honest Trailer-proof". The head writer of
Honest Trailers is Spencer J. Gilbert, who also appears on Movie Fights. The Screen Junkies
Show covers a variety of topics in film and television. Some episodes include interviews with
actors, "supercuts" compilations , and information and updates on movies. This segment lasts
for about an hour and a half, with the first five rounds being a roundtable debate, and the last
round being a "Speed Round". Each round would begin with a question, and each contestant
would have to make an argument for why their answer is best. The speed round consists of five
questions, and each contestant has fifteen seconds to make a claim for their answer and ten
seconds to give their rebuttal against their opponent. When a contestant wins a round or
speedrun question, they win a point and the person who finishes the game with the most points
wins. To become the next Movie Fights champion, a contestant is required either to defeat the
current champion in a title bout match which occurs if the current champion wishes to "put the
belt on the line", or win the special "Last Man Standing" fight where multiple contestants fight
in a knock out format to win the "Showstopper", a box with 5 speedround questions, so that the
contestant can challenge the current champion to a speedround match using the speedround
questions found inside the "Showstopper". Movie Fights returned on December 14, with a new
format and Hal Rudnick hosting. The new format had two fighters instead of three and three
judges instead of one. On March 29, the three fighter format returned, but the three judges
remain. During the 56th episode of Movie Fights, which aired on November 18, , new premium
shows were announced to be available through screenjunkies. Upon its initial release, more
than ten original shows were available through Screen Junkies Plus, including Interns of F.
Several cast members, notably Alicia Malone and new producer Ken Napzok had previously
worked for the Schmoes Know network, Napzok as a producer and Malone as a presenter, as
the Schmoes and the Screen Junkies often work together, with numerous members of the
Schmoes Know team appear on Movie Fights. On the February 3, episode of Screen Junkies
Universe, Hector Navarro was announced as the host of a new show Knocking Dead start date
Monday, February 8, , which would have more of a balance of praise and criticism for the TV
show "Walking Dead" than the show has been given thus far. The show focused on the second
half of season 6. This slot was later used in April through June for the show Watching Thrones,
a commentary on "Game of Thrones" season 6, hosted by Ken Napzok, Michele Boyd, and
Spencer Gilbert and a rotating guest host, with Trisha Hershberger later becoming a regular.
Robot" Debugging Mr. On the April 25, episode of Mundy Night Raw, Dan Murrell announced
that a hiatus after the episode, and that he would begin a show of his own in which he'd review
films. Following the conclusion of Summer Movie Report, it was announced Dan would host a
new movie review show called Dan's Labyrinth, which premiered on November 7. The show is
created in collaboration with Smosh Games, and once a month, an episode will be available
through the Smosh Games website. The first six episodes were pre-recorded. In addition to their
original series, Screen Junkies Plus also featured occasional special content, including
Extended Editions of their Honest Trailers, a holiday special, and a Movie Fights two year
anniversary retrospective special. On July 5, during Screen Junkies Universe, it was announced

that the service will be going free with shows airing on YouTube spread over their two channels.
Content will still be uploaded to their website until August 5, Production of all of the Screen
Junkies Plus shows halted in late , and in April, , screenjunkies. On 19 September Screen
Junkies announced that Roth Cornet would lead an open search for a new presenter. The show
moved to Screen Junkies on 16 July On October 6, , Defy Media suspended Signore after
allegations were made public that he had sexually harassed and attempted to sexually assault
several female fans and co-workers, and had threatened retaliation if they spoke up. On October
8, Screen Junkies announced on their Twitter page that Signore's employment was terminated
effective immediately as "[t]here is no justification for this egregious and intolerable behavior.
Signore's image was removed from the thumbnails of several videos on both channels
following his termination, and several videos on both channels featuring him, including all of
the Flick Bait videos, were deleted out of sensitivity. Signore filed a lawsuit in the Superior
Court of California on August 22, alleging he was wrongfully fired, that Defy Media did not do
any investigation before firing him and stripping him of his stake in the company and that they
had defamed him. The terms were not disclosed. As of October , Screen Junkies has over 6.
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different love interest in both seasons of The Umbrella Academy, but season 3's time travel can
put him in a love triangle. Arnold Schwarzenegger almost starred in some interesting projects in
the horror genre, but they ultimately never happened. Here's why. Marvel's strangest hero,
Combo Man, a hero created as promotional material for Combo snacks, just reappeared in the
last place you'd expect. If a Justice League 2 were ever to happen by Zack Snyder, it would go
deeper into Batman's mythology, specifically on Joker and the dead Robin. WandaVision
provides Monica Rambeau's superhero origin story. Even Peggy has one! In addressing
concerns from fans and pundits, Blizzard Entertainment has said that the mobile title Diablo
Immortal is not a NetEast resin. Venom and the Hulk have a shared power derived from the
same sources that offered the two their superhuman abilities. In a near future where The
Magistrate has taken over Gotham, eerily similar versions of the X-Men's most persistent foes,
the Sentinels, run amok. Let's take a look. Fans will never forget the depiction of Liu Kang's
dragon fatality move in 's Mortal Kombat: Annihilation. The reboot trailer fixes the error.
WandaVision episode 7 reveals that Agatha has been manipulating the residents of Westview.
But did she have a hand in Billy and Tommy's rapid aging? It's not only Marvel's superheroes
that need their identities concealed but their villains as well, who employ the wicked Crimson
Cowl identity. Even after acquiring immense power at the end of Naruto, Naruto and Sasuke get
major nerfs in the latest updates of Boruto: Naruto Next Generations. The Dawn of X reboot has
shown readers a very different and complex characterization for one of the X-Men's biggest
villains. Movie News. TV News. SR Originals. Craig Elvy 8 minutes ago. Adrienne Tyler 11
minutes ago. Comics News. Liam McGuire 30 minutes ago. Andy Behbakht 40 minutes ago. Mae
Abdulbaki 41 minutes ago. Rachel Labonte 41 minutes ago. Game News. Brianna Reeves 1 hour
ago. Abdullah Al-Ghamdi 1 hour ago. Spencer Connolly 1 hour ago. Brian Colucci 2 hours ago.
Adrienne Tyler 2 hours ago. Dana Hanson 2 hours ago. Mitch Brook 2 hours ago. Jill Wronski 2
hours ago. Bryce Morris 2 hours ago. Christian Markle 3 hours ago. Samantha King 3 hours ago.
Richard Pulfer 3 hours ago. Kevin Erdmann 3 hours ago. Kevin Erdmann 4 hours ago. Chiefs vs.
Buccaneers highlights Super Bowl LV. Bucs' best defensive plays from masterful win Super
Bowl LV. Devin White caps strong night with tipped INT at the goal line. Mahomes finds
Demarcus Robinson to convert on fourth-and Ndamukong Suh, Bucs wallop Patrick Mahomes
for huge yard loss. Buccaneers engulf Patrick Mahomes for 8-yard loss on the sack. Mahomes
steps up, rips yard laser to Kelce from his own end zone. View All. Matthew Stafford highlights
season. Ronald Jones, Leonard Fournette highlights season. Tom Brady highlights season.
Desmond Fitzpatrick highlights Reese's Senior Bowl. Kellen Mond highlights Reese's Senior
Bowl. Marlon Humphrey highlights season. Schrager: Cam Newton is the 'perfect fit' for
Washington. Jordan Fuller on two INTs vs. Brady: It was a 'storybook' type of game. Kenyan
Drake on Kyler Murray: He's 'very impressive' on and off the field. Schrager explores trade

scenario for Panthers to land Deshaun Watson. Schrager: Why Jets shouldn't move on from
Darnold just yet. Game Pass Film Session: Tannehill breaks down best throws from playoff run.
Game Pass Film Session: Campbell breaks down his pass-rushing repertoire. The browser you
are using is no longer supported on this site. It is highly recommended that you use the latest
versions of a supported browser in order to receive an optimal viewing experience. The
following browsers are supported: Chrome, Edge v80 and later , Firefox and Safari. Got it! The
Fuller house fills up fast in season one, with DJ, Stephanie, Kimmy, and the kids tackling
everything from room wars to dating nightmares. The entire Tanner clan comes together for a
final reunion before the family home is sold, but parting turns out to be tougher than expected.
When the big day comes for Stephanie and Kimmy to join the Fuller house, Jackson feels
outnumbered and takes drastic action. When Stephanie, Kimmy and DJ have a girls' night out
and leave Joey in charge of the kids, things get wild out on the town and at home. Jackson tries
to help Ramona at school but that lands them both in trouble and leads to a disagreement
between DJ and Kimmy over parenting styles. When an old friend whisks her away for a concert
and after-hours fun, Stephanie realizes just how much her nephews mean to her. Kimmy finds
DJ a date. But that only leads to more action for the fans. Steve tries setting up DJ's handsome
coworker with Kimmy, and Ramona's much-anticipated 13th birthday party doesn't turn out as
planned for anyone. When Max learns to lie, he also learns that lies can backfire. Meanwhile, the
ladies of the house fall in love with secrets. After 1, roses show up without a card, DJ, Kimmy
and Stephanie must figure out which one of them has a secret admirer. Things get out of hand
when Stephanie's new boyfriend, Hunter Pence of the San Francisco Giants, invites everyone to
one of his baseball games. Stephanie and Kimmy form a strange partnership, DJ's boss retires,
and Max has Jackson and Ramona right where he wants them. DJ has a date with her past that
catches her off guard, and Kimmy's date with Fernando is nothing but surprises. When Jesse
and Becky return to renew their vows, a bachelorette party leads to trouble for DJ, who is forced
to make a big decision. Season 2 finds the ever-growing Tanner-Fuller-Gibbler household
teeming with big laughs, unexpected occupants and exciting new relationships. DJ finally
decides between Matt and Steve, but they throw her a curveball before her annual
back-to-school barbecue. A homeless Fernando moves in. It's a full house for game night when
Steve and Matt bring uninvited guests. Jackson decides to join the football team. Ramona's first
kiss leads to a heartbreaking lesson in love. Jackson and Ramona would rather die than go to
DJ's "scary" family Halloween party, where Fernando and Kimmy pull off the ultimate couples
costume. A not-so-typical day involves a dance audition, a toddler play date, four chickens and
a vet emergency. Matt comes to an important realization. The house feels overstuffed when the
entire Tanner family shows up for Thanksgiving, pushing DJ's organizational skills into
overdrive. Kimmy hatches a plan to get the girls' childhood band, Girl Talk, back together. A
vengeful video making fun of Ramona goes viral. Jimmy makes a music video for Stephanie's
latest song. With out-of-town trips planned for the adults, Uncle Joey delivers doughnuts -- and
unexpected drama. Stephanie's nervous about singing on television. Kimmy and Stephanie
have an epic surprise planned for DJ's 39th birthday, but Max cooks up a painful twist that
changes everything. A high school reunion leaves DJ wondering whether she still has feelings
for Steve, while a hapless Kimmy is trending for all the wrong reasons. Max gets a girlfriend for
Christmas, and Ramona suits up for "The Nutcracker. Steve comes to DJ for help with an
important proposal. Jesse and Becky's new addition brings Danny and Joey home -- and has
Jimmy spouting baby talk. With teen romance, family barbecues, a wedding abroad and just
maybe? Stephanie and Jimmy suspect Fernando is up to something. Jimmy and Fernando
move in together. But heartbreak might be on the menu. While Steve samples wedding cakes,
Ramona goes to great lengths to hide a hickey from her mother. Jackson's study group takes
over the house. While the ladies are out for the night, Uncle Jesse is left in charge, putting out
fires left and right. Fernando restores Kimmy's childhood home. DJ's thrilled when Jackson
agrees to shadow her at the office. Fernando builds Ramona a lavish bedroom -- complete with
a frozen yogurt bar. A bridal shop mishap leaves DJ doubting the future of her friendship with
Steve. Gia's daughter comes over to study and winds up spending the night. Becky takes
Stephanie to the doctor to find out whether she's got a shot at motherhood. Kimmy helps Joey
show his kids who's boss. The gang is flying coach for Steve and CJ's wedding -- but Max and
Fernando plan to sit in first class. Stephanie starts her search for sperm donors. In Japan, Steve
and CJ's wedding dishes up one disaster after another -- from a maid of honor who's MIA to a
talking toilet with an alarming appetite. A letter prompts Ramona to reconsider her future, and
Max tempts fate on the "Troller Coaster. Jimmy and Steph visit the fertility clinic, and Jackson
and Ramona start high school. A big surprise at work brings Matt and DJ closer together. DJ
pulls out all the stops to get Tommy into a prestigious preschool. Jackson and Ramona unplug
for "Pioneer Day" -- so Kimmy decides to join them. Steph and Jimmy launch their search for a

surrogate mother. A rebellious Jackson's "cool" new look pushes all of DJ's buttons. Kimmy
snags Steph for some "soul sister" bonding while DJ attempts a day off. Max breaks a Tanner
family heirloom and tries to hide the evidence. Kimmy and Steph cater to a demanding client.
With big things hanging in the balance, the gang tries to revive the Tanner-Fuller magic with an
'80s-themed bash -- complete with costumes. The Tanner-Fuller-Gibblers are back with big
laughs. DJ and Steve rekindle their flame -- and a new member of the family is on the way! When
Max gets a case of the bah-humbugs -- and Tommy has a meltdown at the mall -- DJ does
everything she can to get them back in the Christmas spirit. The pressure's on for Steve and DJ
to have a perfect date. Meanwhile, back at the house, Steph forbids Kimmy and Fernando from
canoodling. With a baby on the way, Steph starts thinking like a provider. Danny ponders going
back to work, and Matt and DJ try to bust each other's businesses. Steve and DJ's
"two-week-iversary" turns into a gift-giving competition. Steph performs at her first kids' party,
and Ramona gets ghosted. DJ and Steve go on a double date with Matt and his new girlfriend.
Steph and Kimmy host a Lamaze class at the house -- with hilarious results. While Joey watches
the boys at home, DJ and the girls don flashy costumes for a '70s-themed cruise. But it's not
quite the crowd they expected. Max runs for fourth-grade class president -- but his girlfriend
Rose is running, too. DJ tries to make up with CJ, and Steph picks a fight with a clown. Jackson
and Ramona's first high school party has major consequences. Becky and Jesse team up to
host an awards show, where a big win goes to Matt's head. Fernando's mother pays a surprise
visit, and Steve teaches Jackson how to drive. Max makes a memorable debut on "Wake Up San
Francisco. Jackson's a star football player -- but the pressure is getting to him. DJ plans a
gender reveal party, and Jesse tries to bond with other dads. When DJ worries that Jimmy isn't
ready for fatherhood, an angry Steph responds by joining a dodgeball team. Kimmy sets
Ramona up with her new intern. Prom night brings big problems for Jackson and Ramona.
Meanwhile, a power-hungry DJ is taking her role as head chaperone a little too seriously. A
ladies' night out to see "Hamilton" with a fully pregnant Kimmy ends differently than anyone
expected. Whoa, baby! Jimmy and Steph bring their new baby home and dive headfirst into the
world of parenting. But no worries: They've got a houseful of hands to help. Steph and Jimmy
come home with their baby -- but they still haven't named her. With a doula in the house, DJ and
Danny don't feel like they're needed. A burrito delivery brings love at first sight for Ramona, and
Steve surprises DJ with a cooking class. Busy mom Steph struggles to keep her promises.
Steve takes Jimmy and Fernando to lunch -- and they end up buying a sandwich shop. Ramona
and Jackson help Max face his fears at the pool. DJ takes up gaming to get closer to Jackson.
Business is booming at Jimmy and Fernando's new sandwich shop -- but they're running out of
ingredients. Matt and DJ open a pet concierge service, and Steph contemplates her next career
move. Ramona's new boyfriend gets roped into Gibbler Game Night. It's girls vs. Kimmy decides
to date around to make sure Fernando's "the one. A dutiful DJ springs into action when
Fernando asks for help proposing to Kimmy -- again. But the results are even bigger and better
than she expected. Uncle Joey throws a surprise triple engagement party, and Steph and
Fernando practice mingling with their future in-laws. Steve reaches out to DJ's boys. Jackson
and Ramona audition for the school play. Holiday traditions go out the window when Steph
cooks her first Thanksgiving dinner â€” and Danny, Jesse and Joey get locked inside a freezer.
Jackson, Ramona and their moms take a tour of DJ's alma mater. Back at home, Steph plans a
day of relaxation while the grooms are out trying on tuxes. Max skips a grade Ramona trains to
defeat the reigning champ of a high-stakes sandwich-eating contest. Kimmy fills in at the vet's
office, and Steph tries to show Jimmy she cares. Jesse turns a playdate into a sting operation to
find out who bit Pamela. The soon-to-be-wed couples go head-to-head in an elaborate game
show that's hosted by the kids â€” and tests how well they know each other. One week before
the wedding, there's big news â€” and a bachelor party. The brides' search for borrowed items
stirs up memories of Steph and DJ's mom. The triple wedding trends toward disaster as one
detail after another falls through. But is it a curse Call Netflix Netflix. Creators: Jeff Franklin.
Watch all you want. Videos Fuller House. Fuller House: Season 5 Trailer. Fuller House: Season 4
Trailer. Fuller House: Season 5 Trailer 2. Fuller House Trailer. Fuller House: Season 2 Trailer.
Fuller House: Season 3 Trailer. Fuller House: Season 2 Recap. Fuller House: Season 3 Recap.
Fuller House: Season 1 Recap. Trailer: Doing Their Part. Trailer: Girls' Night Out. Episodes
Fuller House. Season 1 Season 2 Season 3 Season 4 Season 5. Release year: NEW 1. Our Very
First Show, Again 36m. NEW 2. Moving Day 27m. NEW 3. Funner House 28m. NEW 4. The
Not-So-Great Escape 25m. NEW 5. Mad Max 28m. NEW 6. The Legend of El Explosivo 26m. NEW
7. NEW 8. Secrets, Lies and Firetrucks 29m. NEW 9. War of the Roses 28m. NEW A Giant Leap
31m. Partnerships in the Night 27m. Save the Dates 28m. Love Is in the Air 34m. Welcome Back
31m. Mom Interference 28m. Curse of Tanner Manor 27m. Doggy Daddy 27m. Fuller
Thanksgiving 33m. Girl Talk 29m. A Tangled Web 28m. New Kids in the House 30m. Nutcrackers

30m. Happy New Year Baby 34m. Best Summer Ever 28m. Break a Leg 26m. Declarations of
Independence 27m. My Little Hickey 26m. Uncle Jesse's Adventures in Babysitting 28m.
M-M-M-My Ramona 25m. Say Yes to the Dress 27m. Maybe Baby 28m. Wedding or Not Here We
Come 27m. My Best Friend's Japanese Wedding 36m. Troller Coaster 27m. Fast Times at
Bayview High 28m. A Tommy Tale 28m. Surrogate City 26m. Soul Sisters 27m. Happily Ever
After 25m. Fullers in a Fog 26m. Here Comes the Sun 29m. Oh My Santa 28m. Big Night 27m. A
Sense of Purpose 27m. Ghosted 27m. No Escape 27m. Angels' Night Out 27m. President Fuller
27m. Driving Mr. Jackson 32m. Perfect Sons 30m. Golden-Toe Fuller 28m. It's Always Open 28m.
The Prom 27m. Opening Night 24m. Hale's Kitchen 29m. Family Business 30m. Moms' Night Out
28m. Ready Player Fuller 25m. The Mayor's Bird 30m. DJ's Amazing 40th Birthday Race 26m.
Five Dates with Kimmy Gibbler 30m. A Modest Proposal 24m. If the Suit Fits 27m. Three
Weddings and a Musical 28m. Cold Turkey 29m. College Tours 29m. Bas
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ic Training 25m. Be Yourself, Free Yourself 30m. The Nearlywed Game 30m. Something
Borrowed 33m. Our Very Last Show, Again 36m. More Details. Watch offline. Available to
download. This show is Heartfelt, Feel-Good. Follow the show. More Originals. Coming Soon.
Inside Job. For employees of the Deep State, conspiracies aren't just theories â€” they're fact.
And keeping them a secret is a full-time job. A tour stop becomes a matter of life and death for a
comedian when the fallout from a night with his brother threatens to destroy everything he's
built. After Spain's biggest music star accidentally dies during a concert, a fan seizes the
chance to escape his mundane life by adopting his idol's persona. This docuseries follows
tennis superstar and multiple Grand Slam champ Naomi Osaka in the high-pressure year
running up to the Olympics in Tokyo. When a brother and sister fall in love with the same man,
ensuing events shatter a traditional Marathi family. Based on Sachin Kundalkar's novel.

